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I. INTRODUCTION 

Linecutting followed by a geological, Magnetometer and

VLF-EM Surveys were carried out on a 42 claim property in the 

south-west corner of Garrison Township by Colex Exploration Inc. 

for Garrison Gold Inc.

II. LOCATION, ACCESS AND OWNERSHIP 

The property is located in the southwest corner of 

Garrison Township, District of Cochrane, Ontario, There are 42 

claims numbered L800035; L800040 to 800054 inclusive; L800065 

to 800078 inclusive and L800508 to 800519 inclusive, all recorded 

in the Larder Lake Mining Division. The claims are recorded in 

the name of Garrison Gold Inc., Suite 1200, 595 Bay St., Toronto, 

Ontario.

Access to the claims is by way of a gravel road running 

south from Highway 101 about 21 miles east of Matheson, Ontario 

or 3 miles east of Perry Lake Lodge. This road is useable by 

all vehicles excepting when snow covered. Old logging roads, 

useable in dry weather extend to most areas of the property, 

making for exceptionally good access. The main road extends 

south to eventually connect with the Esker Park road. This is 

a paved road extending north from Highway 66 about 8 miles west 

of Larder Lake or the same distance east of Kirkland Lake, Ontario, 

The road is passable by trucks or other high vehicles in dry 

weather.
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III. PREVIOUS EXPLORATION';

The area was probably prospected during the early gold 

rushes in the area, but the first recorded work was by Falconbridge 

Nickel Mines during 1966. They conducted an airborne survey followed 

by ground magnetometer and EM surveys. The work suggested a geo 

logical contact across the area, but results were inconclusive 

probably due to the heavy sand overburden.

In 1978, Amax Minerals completed geological reconnais 

sance and EM surveys of the area. This was followed by a single 

drill hole in 1980 to check an EM conductor. A pyritic graphite 

zone was indicated as well as sediments in contact with volcanics.

IV. TOPOGRAPHY

The property lies within the Munro esker complex. It 

is comprised of esker ridges alternating with relatively flat sand 

plain areas. There are a number of kettle lakes on the property. 

Some low outcrops and swampy areas are confined to the south-west 

corner of the property south of Dewhirst Lake. The property was 

logged some years ago and a network of old logging roads can be 

found throughout the property, many of which are still useable.

The esker and sand areas have been replanted to Jackpine 

which has grown to a height of 10 or 12 feet. On esker ridges 

there is a thick underbrush of poplar, hazel and alder bushes. On 

sandy areas the jackpine stands alone, making an open jackpine park.
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V. GENERAL GEOLOGY

Garrison Township is underlain by metavolcanics, 

metasedimentary and associated intrusives of Precambrian 

age. Much of Garrison and neighbouring townships are drift 

covered, with depths to bedrock as much as 300 feet in some 

places; so very little is known of the age relationships of the 

various rock types. However much information has been gained 

from examination of the rock core derived from diamond drilling 

in the area.

The metavolcanics and metasedimetary rocks are part 

of the Abitibi greenstone belt. The metavolcanics are predominant 

and consist primarily of altered andesites and basalts. The 

metasediments are represented by a band two to three thousand 

feet wide extending across the northern area of Garrison Township. 

The central area of the township -is occupied by a large granitic 

stock roughly three miles in diameter. It is a hornblende granite; 

massive and medium to fine grained in the few outcrop exposures 

that have been observed, but information gained from drill-hole 

core indicates that the granite grades into a syenite near the 

contact with the metavolcanics.

VI. SURVEY PROCEDURE

A baseline was laid out across the centre of the 

property in an east-west direction from Dewhirst Lake to the east 

boundary of the property. Two smaller baselines were run also in 

an east-west direction north and south of Dewhirst Lake to
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Survey Procedure (Continued)

facilitate linecutting in these areas. Crosslines were cut at 

400-foot intervals perpendicular to the baseline to the north 

and south. The picket lines were chained and picketed every 

100 feet. Pickets were marked with flourescent red paid for 

easier observation.

A Geological survey was run by walking all lines and 

noting features along them. In some areas trial lines were run 

east and west from the picket lines by pace and compass in search 

of poorly exposed outcrop. All outcrops were noted in a field 

book as to rock type and distance from picket lines. Samples 

were taken for testing including some from float boulders found 

in drift areas. This information was then plotted on a l" ** 400' 

scale plan.

A Magnetometer survey was run with a Barringer GM-122 

instrument with the sensor head on a hand held staff. The method 

of taking and correcting readings is described in Appendix I.

A VLF-EM survey was run with a Crone Radem instrument 

set to the signal from Cutler, Maine (17.8 KHz). Readings were 

taken at 100-foot intervals along all lines using the procedure 

outlined in Appendix I.

VII. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Geology

The major part of the property is covered by sand and gravel 

with only a few outcrops on the south-west side of the property. 

Geology must be projected from surrounding areas or from drilling.
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Discussion of Results (continued)

Outcrop on the claims and adjacent surrounding areas consists of 

basic volcanics. Drilling of one hole in the central part of the 

property intersected metasediments and dacite with a pyritized 

graphitic zone at the contact. This hole indicates the presence 

of a band or bands within the volcanics with possible associated 

hydrothermal activity at or near the contacts. A float boulder 

at 38 * OOW on the Baseline containing quartz-carbonate and a little 

pyrite returned 60 ppb Au. (70 ppb Au on a check assay). The 

boulder is quite angular and is imbedded in fine sand. It could 

have a fairly local origin and been brought to surface by frost 

action.

The VLF-EM survey shows a number of cross-overs and 

probable cross-overs on the property. Most of the anomalies 

appear weak, as might be expected in an area of deep overburden.

The magnetometer survey has delineated a band of low 

magnetic intensity across the south-central part of the property. 

From one diamond drill hole put down a few years ago, the contact 

between volcanic and sedimentary rocks is approximately the 58,200 

gamma contour line. Magnetic gradients are higher across the south 

and north parts of the property and are believed underlain by 

volcanics. Extending from Line 4W to 60W is a long band of magnetic 

low readings. The band is from 200 to 500 feet wide and extends 

for approximately 6,400 feet. Magnetic gradient to the south is 

quite steep, suggesting a zone of hydrothermal alteration within 

or along a volcanic-sediment contact. On Line 44W about 800 feet 

east of the north end of Dewhirst Lake there is a circular magnetic
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Discussion of Results (Continued)

anomaly with readings up to 900 gammas above the surrounding area. 

The high readings occur essentially on one line only. A second 

possible circular anomaly occurs on Line 52E about the centre of 

claim L800072. Magnetic gradient is about 500 gammas above the 

surrounding area.

With a known occurrence of kimberlite about 3 miles to 

the west and kimberlite indicator minerals known in the Munro l 

esker to the south, these circular anomalies could represent i 

kimberlite pipes. The claims lie within the Munro esker in this 

area.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The geological survey showed the claims to be largely 

covered by sand and gravel. The best assay obtained was from a 

float boulder at 3S+ OOW on the Baseline. The origin of this 

boulder is unknown, but is quite angular possibly indicating a 

nearby source.

The VLF-EM survey is somewhat inconclusive due to the 

depth of overburden, but does indicate conductive rocks at depth.

The magnetometer survey provided the most useful inform 

ation. A long magnetic low trend was outlined which has some 

similarities to the trend containing mineralization in Harker 

and Holloway Townships immediately to the east. As well, one and 

possible two, circular magnetic highs are indicated which could 

represent kimberlite pipes.
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IX. RECOMMENDATIONS

The possible circular magnetic anomalies should be 

detailed, and if verified drilled to test for kimberlite and 

possible contained diamonds. The long magnetic low extending 

from Line 4W to SOW should be tested by drilling in at least 

two places to test for gold mineralization. The zone has 

similarities to the Barrick ore zone in Harker and Holloway 

Townships to the east.

Diamond drilling is the only possible exploration 

method given the extensive sand overburden covering almost all 

of the property.

Respectfully submitted

October 28, 1985 Robert A. MacGregor, P. Eng.



APPENDIX I

Magnetometer readings are taken at 100 or 50 foot 

intervals. The looping method is used for control of diurnal 

variation. In this method a base station is selected and readings 

taken along lines describing a loop, arriving back at the starting 

base station in less than two hours. A second loop is then started 

using either the same base station or another which is tied to the 

previous loop. Readings are then corrected for diurnal variation 

by assuming the time between readings is the same and distributing 

any variation equally among the intervening readings. No correc 

tion is applied less than the accuracy of the base station 

reading.

VLF-EM survey readings are taken in the same manner. 

The looping method is also used to control variation in field 

strength readings when these readings are being taken.
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APPENDIX II

In running the magnetometer survey a small area of high 

magnetic readings was noted on Line 44W which did not extend to 

Lines 48W or 40W. The gradient was approximately 530 gammas on 

the south side and 900 gammas on the north side extending for 400 

feet. The area is a sand plain covered with replanted jackpine 

about 10 feet tall. There is no outcrop in the area. Because of 

the known occurrence of kimberlite approximately 3 miles to the 

west, as well as float and kimberlite indicator minerals along 

the Munro esker to the south/ a kimberlite pipe was considered a 

possible explanation.

To further define the magnetic outline, additional lines 

were cut east-west from Line 44W to Lines 48W and 40W every 100 feet 

in the area of high magnetics. The lines were read every 100 feet 

with the magnetometer and the VLF-EM instrument. The magnetics 

indicate an oval magnetic body 350 feet north to south and 200 feet 

east to west using the 59^00 gamma contour line. Using the 59,200 

gamma contour line it measures approximately 700 feet east to west 

and 450 feet north to south. The highest reading is 59,979 gammas 

at 18 4- DON, 43 -f OOW. Readings in the surrounding area vary from 

58,600 to 59,200 gammas. 

Conclusions

The high magnetic readings could be a concentration of 

magnetite within the mafic volcanics believed to underlie this area. 

It's shape and isolation, however suggest a small magnetic intrusion. 

A kimberlite pipe is a distinct possibility and should be tested by
t

drilling.
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